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For the first time ever, the Predator S takes on Rebellion Timepieces’ technical and stylistic 

signature: carbon. The Rebel watchmakers, resolutely determined to shake up conventions, 

accomplish a dazzling masterstroke by injecting the carbon with luminescent powder. 

With its new Predator S Carbon Glow, Rebellion Timepieces invites us to discover a major 

update of its iconic model. Its design, once again inspired by the motorsport world, is much 

more powerful thanks to a groundbreaking case infused with carbon LumiNova® pigments. 

And, like all the watches assembled in the brand’s workshops, the Rebel watchmakers have 

gone for cutting-edge technology to trigger emotion. Standing out from the crowd becomes 

an art!

Carbon fiber, the must-of-all-musts when it comes to imagining Formula 1 single-seaters 

like the ones of the Alfa Romeo FI Team that Rebellion Timepieces partners with, boasts two 

decisive trumps for watchmaking: lightness and incredible hardness. This composite material 

also flaunts a weight/resistance ratio that’s beyond compare. Carbon, 4 times heavier than steel 

and 10 times more resistant, also accentuates a watch’s stylistics with its one-of-a-kind striated 

pattern that brings out highlights impressive design. All these features play a role in center 

staging the ultra-sporty, ever-so-original look of the new Predator S Carbon Glow.

By injecting green-glowing luminescent pigments into the carbon resin, Rebellion Timepieces 

breathes a double personality into this model: sporty by day, festive as soon as light fades 

away.

Like all the references in the collection, the Predator S Carbon Glow time data is driven by a 

Swiss Made caliber that’s super sturdy and admirably accurate. This selfwinding movement 

beats at a standard frequency of 28,800 vibrations an hour, i.e. 4 Hz, and delivers a power 

reserve of 48 hours. This device nestles in the 42 mm-diameter case complemented by a 

luminescent alligator strap or an optional comfortable colored rubber one. The caliber animates 

the trio of hands hovering over the openworked, honeycomb-style dial with great precision.

What’s more, to make sure there’s something for everyone, Rebellion Timepieces’ RE-Volt 

model is now also available vamped up with this exclusive Carbon Glow.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Case Materials:  Forged carbon luminova
Glass:   Sapphire crystals with anti-reflective treatment
Case back:  Sapphire crystals with anti-reflective treatment
Case dimensions:  42mm
Dial:  Black honeycomb
Water resistance: 50m / 5 ATM
Movement:  REB-01-000 swiss made automatic movement
Functions:   Hours, minutes, seconds and date
Jewels:   27
Balance frequency:  4 Hz (28,800 vph)
Power reserve: 48 hours
Strap and buckle: White leather strap with green luminova coating, black DLC titanium folding buckle
  (option: black textile with velcro closure or rubber strap with black DLC titanium buckle)


